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Abstract—There is an increasing trend toward application
specific processing, particularly in embedded computing devices
that have stringent performance requirements. Achieving the
desired area and throughput constraints requires careful tuning
of the underlying architecture and high-level design tools are
gaining increasing acceptance to achieve this goal while decreasing the design time. Most existing tools employ a bottom-to-top
methodology, which piece together functional units, interconnect,
and control logic based on the given application; this tends to
scale poorly. We developed a tool, simulate and eliminate (S&E),
that is fundamentally different from the existing high-level design
tools as it employs a top-to-bottom methodology. S&E provides
automatic generation of a variety of general purpose processing
cores with different parameterization options. Then, the provided
application(s) are simulated on this general-purpose architecture
and the unneeded functionality is eliminated resulting in application specific architecture. S&E generates completely synthesizable
hardware description language for an input C and/or MATLAB
code. S&E provides different design methods and parameterization options to enable the user to study area and performance
tradeoffs over a large number of different architectures and find
the optimum architecture for the desired objective.
Index Terms—Application specific processor, digital signal
processing, high-level synthesis.

I. Introduction

T

HERE ARE MANY architectural design choices that
need to be made while implementing the application specific architectures for a given algorithm. These implementation
choices include resource allocation, organization of controllers
and interconnects, memory resources, and bit widths of the
data. Not only does generating the hardware for a given set
of requirements involve tedious work, but performing design
space exploration to find an application specific design that
meets the application requirement is also a time-consuming
process. Therefore, high-level design tools are becoming more
and more attractive to achieve optimized architectures for the
application at hand while decreasing the design time.
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There are currently many existing high-level design tools
that can ease this programming complexity burden. Many of
these design tools are based on MATLAB or C programming languages. MATLAB-based design tools include System
Generator for digital signal processing (DSP) [1], Synplify
DSP [2], and Simulink HDL Coder [3]. C-code-based design
tools include Catapult-C [4], Impulse-C [5], Mitrion-C [6],
DIME-C [7], Handel-C [8], Carte [9], SA-C [10], and NapaC [11]. These design tools automate the design process of
applications while providing options to minimize the area or
maximize the throughput. All of the aforementioned tools perform simultaneous architecture generation where the datapath
is built by composing the architecture from the bottom-up.
These tools generate functional units and memory elements,
connect them, and generate control logic based on the input
code. This methodology works well on small applications (i.e.,
those with small amount of code), but fails to synthesize when
the code size becomes larger.
We design a tool, simulate and eliminate (S&E), for automatic architecture generation of application specific architectures for a given high-level algorithm. S&E is fundamentally
different from the previous approaches as it employs a top-tobottom methodology. S&E receives the algorithm in C and/or
MATLAB, the type and number of arithmetic resources, and
the data representation (integer and fractional bit width) from
the user. S&E generates a general-purpose processing core as
a starting point which provides fully connected highly custom
architecture to perform efficient design space exploration.
There are substantial opportunities to eliminate unneeded
functionality and create an application specific processing
core for executing the given algorithm. Examples of these
optimization opportunities include removing dynamic instruction scheduling and memory assignments, and eliminating the
unused interconnect between functional resources.
Our approach, which we classify as a top-to-bottom design
methodology, provides simplicity (through the use of a simple
tool chain and programming model), flexibility (through the
capability of using different specification languages as well
as different parameterization options), scalability (through
the ability to handle complex applications; our worst case
architecture will be the general-purpose processor), and performance efficiency. We start with a general-purpose processor
architecture since it utilizes a well understood programming
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model that is capable of running any application. A significant
amount of research over the course of several decades has
gone into determining the best features of a general-purpose
architecture. Rather than assembling a data path from scratch
(as is done with bottom-to-top methodologies), we start with
a known good architecture and then perform design space
exploration to eliminate unnecessary functionality based upon
the targeted application(s). Our results show that there is
substantial opportunity to eliminate unneeded functionality
and create an application specific core while being capable
of utilizing optimizations to generate efficient architectures.
Such a top-to-bottom methodology, which starts with a fully
functional, general-purpose processor architecture and eliminates all unneeded functionally, is the key component of
our methodology. Initial results show that this allows for
highly efficient, scalable generation of an application specific
architecture.
The major contributions of this article are as follows.
1) Designing the tool, S&E, which generates completely
synthesizable hardware description language (HDL) for
application specific architectures and allows for quick
design space exploration. Design space exploration parameters include the numbers/types of functional resources and the data representation.
2) Presenting different optimizations employed by S&E to
eliminate unneeded functionality including the trimming
optimization to generate application specific processing
cores by simulating and eliminating general-purpose
processing cores that use dynamic scheduling and binding with out-of-order execution.
3) Comparison of architectures for different signal processing algorithms such as matrix multiplication and
inversion using various parameters and design methods
enabled by S&E’s automatic synthesis flow with handcoded designs and other tools including system generator for DSP and AccelDSP.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. In
Section II, we present related work including commercially
available design tools to generate HDL. In Section III, we
introduce S&E, its design flow, and describe the optimizations
performed to generate an application specific processing core
from a user-defined general-purpose processing core. Section
IV presents our implementation results of various different
signal processing applications in terms of area and throughput
and compares our results with previously published papers.
We conclude in Section V.
II. Related Work
In this section, we consider commercially available design
tools that generate hardware from high-level languages and
previously published papers to advance their technology.
There are various different design tools that can aid a
designer to generate hardware from a higher level language
such as MATLAB and C. Signal processing algorithms are
typically written and tested using MATLAB code or Simulink
and there are a number of tools that translate such algorithms
to a hardware description language.

Fig. 1.

Design flow of S&E.

Model-based design tools utilize the Simulink programming
environment. Examples include System Generator from Xilinx, Simulink HDL Coder from Mathworks, and Synplify DSP
from Synopsys. The drawbacks of model-based design tools
are: 1) the generation of control units requires manual effort
and, in particular, resource synchronization (allocation, binding, and scheduling of the resources) becomes complicated as
the application complexity increases; 2) the limited intellectual
property (IP) block library provided by System Generator tool;
and 3) inefficient performance since designed IP cores are
treated as black boxes by current synthesis tools. Therefore,
current synthesis tools do not perform optimizations that cross
module boundaries.
A solution to the synchronization problem and the lack
of built-in block support is to use AccelDSP from Xilinx
which provides MATLAB code, .m, to HDL conversion automatically. Therefore, a user can design controller units
and/or undefined blocks using AccelDSP easily. However,
Nissbrandt et al. [12] compared AccelDSP and AccelWare
DSP library results with hand-code and Xilinx Core Generator
implementations for various signal processing algorithms. The
authors concluded that AccelDSP should primarily be used
as a method for platform decision due to inefficiencies in
the AccelDSP generated designs; performance, reliability of
the description, readability, and the problems of maintaining
the source are common problems. These are more important
than the reduced design time. Finally, it should be noted that
AccelDSP has been discontinued [13].
Examples of C-based design tools are Catapult-C, Forte
Cynthesizer [21], and the PICO Project [22]. Catapult-C and
Forte Cynthesizer follow a standard architectural synthesis
flow which requires allocation, binding, scheduling, and so
on. These tools perform simultaneous architecture generation
for the data path and the controller where the datapath is
pieced together by scheduling and binding the operations, and
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Fig. 2. (a) Instruction scheduler generates scheduled instructions, i.e., assigning operations to the functional resources, performing scheduling and binding.
(b) Each functional resource receives scheduled instructions and waits for the necessary operands to begin execution.

its complexity is dominated by the control generation. These
tools generate finite state machines (FSMs) as controllers and
perform best on small applications [23].
PICO-generated architectures consist of an explicitly parallel instruction computing/very long instruction word (VLIW)
processor and an optional nonprogrammable accelerator subsystem where it employs only synchronous parallel nearestneighbor communication. Another example is OptimoDE [25]
that consists of a VLIW-styled data engine architecture allowing data path configurations and instruction set architecture
customizations. To generate pipelines of accelerators from
streaming applications, Mahlke et al. [26] proposed an automated system called Streamroller.
Our methodology is significantly different as our underlying
architecture is based on simple reduced instruction set computing (RISC) type central processing units where the types
of the processing cores are based on the application at hand.
After the optimizations, a processing core employs necessary
connectivity between its architectural components and only
necessary amounts of memory resources. Our configurability
goes further than the previous approaches in the way that
we remove unnecessary interconnect and control logic. For
example, we remove the unnecessary multiplexer (MUX)
paths on register files and hard-code control logic when it is
beneficial. This limits the programmability of the architecture
but allows us to significantly enhance the performance.
Optimization of a processor by removing unused and/or
underutilized resources has also been studied. Fan et al. [24]
proposed a method to remove underutilized bypass paths
to optimize the processor architectures that employ register
bypassing logic. Optimization of a processor by trimming is
presented in [18] and [19] where the trimming is performed
for only unused functional resources or limited to an architecture style. Gajski et al. [20] presented a methodology for
designing energy-efficient processing-elements, that use statically scheduled nanocode-based architectures, by extending
trimming method for the optimization of interconnects. The
drawback of their approach is the large code size of the parallel
nanocoded architecture which is up to four times larger than a
RISC processor. S&E’s flow also does not require updating the
instruction scheduler due to the removed functional resources
and interconnects.

Our previous papers use an earlier version of our tool,
named GUSTO, which was designed as a domain-specific
tool for generation of single core matrix inversion architectures [27]. This publication focused more on the matrix
inversion results rather than the tool itself. The details of the
tool presented in this paper have never been published.
III. Design of an Application Specific
Architecture Using S&E
General-purpose architectures have been highly optimized
over the past 30 years to efficiently execute a wide variety of
applications. Of course, these architectures are poorly suited
for any specific application. However, we show in this paper
that they provide a good starting point for an application specific processor. They provide substantial opportunity to eliminate unnecessary functionality. This includes unused registers,
register ports, functional units, as well as the interconnect that
have substantial overhead on performance. We use S&E to
optimize general-purpose processing cores to have only the
necessary connectivity between its components for a given
algorithm. Therefore, it is not surprising to see that there
is large amount of area savings and throughput increase by
moving to application specific processing cores. Even though
general-purpose processing cores require substantial overhead
in order to maintain the flexibility to execute any application,
there are of course many benefits for employing generalpurpose processing cores. The main goals of this section are
to show S&E’s methodology in more detail and provide an
idea to the user about the cost of employing a general-purpose
processing core generated by S&E for a given application.
In this section, we present the flow of operation, describe
the general-purpose processing cores generated, and discuss
optimizations performed by S&E when generating an application specific architecture.
A. Flow of Operation
S&E is a high-level design tool that provides automatic
generation and optimization of a variety of general-purpose
processing cores with different parameterization options. It
then optimizes the general-purpose processing cores to improve area efficiency and design quality which results in
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Fig. 3. Initial steps of the S&E for matrix multiplication algorithm, including algorithm analysis, instruction selection and resource allocation, and error
analysis.

an application specific core. As shown in Fig. 1, S&E first
receives the algorithm from the user as C and/or MATLAB
code, generates instructions, and allows the user to choose the
type and number of arithmetic resources and the data representation. S&E then uses these inputs to generate a fully connected general-purpose processor architecture. Furthermore,
S&E automatically performs various optimizations to generate
application specific cores which employ the optimal number of
resources maximizing the throughput while minimizing area.
B. Designing the General-Purpose Processing Core
In the architecture generation step, S&E creates a generalpurpose processing core which exploits instruction level parallelism using dynamically scheduled out-of-order execution.
The general-purpose processing core consists of an instruction
scheduler, a register file controller, and functional resources.
The instruction scheduler reads instructions that are pregenerated by S&E from its instruction memory. The format
of a fetched instruction defines the operation type to be
performed, the destination, and two necessary operands for
the calculation. The main duty of the instruction scheduler
is to generate scheduled instructions, i.e., assigning operations
to the functional resources, and thereby performing scheduling
and binding. This is achieved by: 1) tracking the availability of
the functional resources, and 2) tracking the functional units
that will produce the operand(s) [Fig. 2(a)]. The instruction
scheduler prevents write after read (WAR) and write after write
(WAW) hazards as well as structural hazards. Each functional
resource receives the scheduled instructions and waits for
the operands needed for its execution. The operands can be
received either from register file through its controller or from

functional resources, shown as the interconnect matrix. The
register file controller watches for the data, updates its entries,
and prevents read after write (RAW) hazards [Fig. 2(b)]. S&Egenerated architectures can also define block random access
memories (BRAMs) as memory elements and specify these
elements in terms of size and number of ports.
Fig. 3 demonstrates the initial steps of the S&E for matrix
multiplication algorithm. Fig. 3 shows the “Algorithm Analysis” step where the user develops the operation level equivalent
of the matrix multiplication algorithm. This is where the user
performs the register allocation. The built-in function on the
left side, which is used in MATLAB, cannot be used in S&E.
The next step is the “Instruction Selection” step where the
compiler generates instructions using the given algorithm. We
demonstrated the calculation of the first entry in the C matrix,
C(1, 1). The compiler generates instructions that are in the
shown format in the Fig. 3. In the “Resource Allocation” step,
user provides inputs for the number of functional resources,
adders, and multipliers in matrix multiplication algorithm.
S&E determines the required functional resources and asks
for the values using the graphis user interface (GUI). “Error
Analysis” step for matrix multiplication is performed by
comparing fixed point arithmetic results with the floating point
results where S&E provides various metrics to the user. User
determines the bitwidth size and enters its value in the GUI.
Using these inputs, S&E generates a general-purpose processor
architecture and performs optimizations. Details of this process
are discussed in detail in the following sections.
C. Designing the Application Specific Processing Core
S&E performs several optimizations on the general-purpose
architecture and creates application specific processing cores
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Fig. 5. (a) Increasing the number of functional resources results in an increase in the area and the critical path. Here, we assume that the register file has
20 entries. (b) Increasing the size of the register file entries from 20 to 100 results in an increase in the area and the critical path. Here, we assume that
there are eight functional resources. (c) Comparison between unoptimized (Unopt.) and optimized (Opt.) instruction scheduler architectures in terms of area
(Slices) and critical path (ns) with the increasing number of functional resources.

Fig. 6.
Fig. 4.

Detailed architecture for the instruction scheduler.

while ensuring that the correctness of the solution is maintained. We present details about our optimizations in the
following sections.
1) Optimizing the Instruction Scheduler: The instruction
scheduler generates scheduled instructions from fetched instructions by scheduling and binding the arithmetic operations
as shown in Fig. 4. The instruction scheduler prevents WAR
and WAW hazards as well as structural hazards by tracking
the availability of functional resources and the operands. The
instruction scheduler has a crucial role while implementing a
dynamic scheduling processor architecture with out-of-order
execution; therefore, it consumes a lot of area in the overall
architecture. However, we show that the dynamic instruction
scheduler can be significantly optimized to create an efficient
application specific processing core.
There are two variables that have a significant effect on
the instruction scheduler’s area usage: number of functional
resources and number of register file entries. Number of functional resources affect the area since the instruction scheduler
needs to monitor the availability of the functional resources.
The number of register file entries also affects the area usage
due to the fact that instruction scheduler needs to track
the location of the operands. We perform two analyses to
determine the effect of these two variables on S&E generated
general-purpose processing cores in terms of area (Slices) and
the critical path (ns). Fig. 5(a) presents the increase in the

Detailed architecture for a functional resource.

area and critical path with the increasing number of functional
resources where we assume that the register file has 20 entries.
Fig. 5(b) presents the increase in the area and the critical path
while the size of the register file entries increases from 20 to
100, assuming that there are eight functional resources in the
processor architecture. We determine that increasing the number of functional resources and register file entries dramatically
affects the area and critical path of the architecture. Therefore,
we concentrate our efforts on removing the dynamic binding
process (tracking the availability of functional resources) and
the tracking unit for operands.
We explore two different possible optimization methods for
the instruction scheduler as follows.
a) Removing the instruction scheduler by creating a static
architecture (such as FSMs as controllers) for functional
and memory resources. S&E is capable of removing
the instruction scheduler and creating a datapath for
execution of the given algorithm through a set of
functional resources, memory resources, and FSM
controllers. However, we do not use this method since
FSMs usually grow in complexity as the total number
of clock cycles for the execution of the application
increases and this scales poorly.
b) By simulating the general-purpose processing core with
the fetched instructions and collecting the scheduled
instructions, S&E can remove the binding and the
operand tracking logic since this information is already
included in the scheduled instructions. What is not
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Fig. 7. (a) Controllers in a functional resource consumes most of the area (61–78%) in order to be able to track the operands. (b) Optimization results for
functional resources using trimming optimizations.

included is the time to send the scheduled instructions
to the other resources which can easily be performed
with the functional resource availability. Therefore, S&E
generates a processor architecture that uses static binding
and dynamic scheduling. This approach gives us the
opportunity to perform various optimizations on the other
resources instead of generating a fully static architecture.
Fig. 5(c) presents a comparison between unoptimized (Unopt.) and optimized (Opt.) instruction scheduler architectures
in terms of area (Slices) and critical path (ns) with the
increasing number of functional resources. As can be seen
from Fig. 5(c), we keep the complexity of the instruction
scheduler steady even with the increasing number of functional
resources by saving tremendous area (83–97%). We achieve
this optimization by avoiding dynamic binding and operand
tracking which are very costly in terms of architectural implementation.
2) Optimizing the Functional Resources: After the instruction scheduler decodes the fetched instruction and assigns
a free functional resource for the calculation, the scheduled
instruction is sent to every other functional resource. The assigned arithmetic resource receives the scheduled instruction,
starts monitoring the interconnect matrix, and goes into the
execution stage when all the necessary operands are available
as shown in Fig. 6. The necessary operands can be received
from either outputs of a functional resource or register file.
Each functional resource consists of an arithmetic calculation unit (adder, matrix multiplier, and others) and the
controllers to track necessary operands for the calculation.
Employing a high number of utilized functional resources in
a core provides higher throughput which also increases the
area consumption. For better understanding the distribution
of the area consumption in arithmetic calculation units and
controllers, we investigate their distribution in terms of area
while employing an increasing number of functional resources
as shown in Fig. 7(a). As can be seen from the figure, most of
the area (61–78%) is consumed as controllers in a functional
resource in order to be able to track the operands.

The possible optimizations to reduce the controller overhead
include the following.
a) Generation of a static controller: The complexity of
the generated controllers increases dramatically for more
complex algorithms, therefore, careful FSM optimizations
need to be performed to achieve low area results.
b) Trimming for control units: S&E simulates the generalpurpose architecture to understand the usage of arithmetic
units, multiplexers, register entries, and input/output ports
and trims away the unused components along with unnecessary interconnects. S&E defines an optimization matrix
for each functional resource employed in the processing
core that shows the connections with respect to other
functional resources. These optimization matrices are
used to trim away unused resources with its interconnects
and therefore lead to a processing core which has only
the necessary functional resources and connectivity for
the given algorithm.
A more detailed explanation for S&E’s trimming method
is shown in Fig. 8. Suppose there are two arithmetic units
with two inputs/one output each and one register file with one
input/two outputs Fig. 8(a). The input/output port relationships
between arithmetic unit A and the other units are shown in a
block diagram in Fig. 8(b). Although OutA , OutB , OutRF 1 , and
OutRF 2 are all inputs to InA1 and InA2 , not all the inputs may
be used during computation. S&E can represent whether an
input/output port is used or not during simulation in a matrix
such as the one shown in Fig. 8(c). S&E uses these matrices to
remove the unused resources [Fig. 8(d)]. In this example, two
inputs, OutA , OutRF 1 to InA1 and another two inputs, OutB ,
OutRF 2 to InA2 are removed. If there is an optimization matrix
that is full of 0s, it means that the functional resource is never
being used in the architecture. Therefore, S&E removes the
functional resource and its interconnects from the architecture,
therefore, reducing the complexity of MUXes.
Fig. 7(b) presents the optimization results for functional
resources using trimming optimizations. The first four bars
in the figure show the area results for unoptimized general-
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Fig. 8. Flow of S&E’s trimming feature. (a) Suppose there are two arithmetic
units, A, B, and one register file. Arithmetic Units have two inputs, one output;
the register file unit has one input, two output ports. (b) Input/output ports
relationship between A and A, B, register file is shown assuming that every
unit is connected to A. (c) This input/output ports relationship can be described
as a 2 × 4 matrix. 1s and 0s represent used and not-used interconnect paths.
(d) Trimming is performed using the optimization matrix.

purpose functional resources as the number of functional
resources increases. The area of the functional resources
increases significantly with the addition of the new resources
into the architecture. The remaining bars show the area for
optimized functional resources using different applications.
Trimming performance depends on the applications’s simplicity and regularity. For example, vector multiplication is
the simplest among our examples. Our results show 84%
area reduction compared to the equivalent general-purpose
architecture with 16 functional resources. Another example is
the matrix multiplication which is more complex and requires
more calculations compared to the vector multiplication. We
use S&E to show different area results of matrix multiplication
with different number of functional resources. Results for
QR, LU, and Cholesky decompositions and upper triangular
matrix inversion are also shown in Fig. 7(b). Toward upper
triangular matrix inversion algorithm, optimization results drop
to 70% and trimming optimization becomes less effective. The
reason behind this is that the complexity and irregularity of
the algorithms increase.
3) Optimizing the Register File Controller: After receiving
the scheduled instruction from the instruction scheduler, the
register file controller checks if the necessary operands are in
the register file entries and if they are, it sends them to the
functional resources. The register file controller also keeps the
destination information from the scheduled instruction, thus it
does not send the data until its execution is completed and
the destination is updated with the new value to prevent RAW
hazards as shown in Fig. 9. S&E creates a static architecture
for the register file controller by collecting the register file assignments (inputs and outputs) with the clock cycle. Therefore,
S&E uses this information to remove dynamic assignments and
create a FSM to control these assignments.
Fig. 10 shows the area (Slices) of the register file controller
and the total number of clock cycles to execute for the given
algorithm using a different number of functional resources.
The first three bars show the dynamic general purpose register
file controller area results with a different number of functional

Fig. 9.

7

Detailed architecture for the register file controller.

Fig. 10. Area results for the register file controller and the total number
of clock cycles to execute the given algorithm using different number of
functional resources.

resources. The area of the register file controller increases significantly with the increasing number of functional resources.
The total number of clock cycles for the general-purpose
architecture is not shown since this value is different for
each algorithm while the maximum clock frequency decreases
with the increasing number of functional resources. We use
S&E to optimize the register file controller for different
algorithms such as vector multiplication, matrix multiplication,
LU decomposition, and so on. S&E-generated static register
file controllers provide large area savings. The total number of
clock cycles to execute a given matrix computation algorithm
directly affects the area of the static architecture. As can be
seen from the Fig. 10, the area increases while the total number
of clock cycles to execute increases. It is also important to
note that the total number of clock cycles to execute does not
change after the optimizations.
IV. Design Space Exploration of Different Signal
Processing Algorithms
In this section, we present different design space exploration
results using different features of S&E, and compare our
results with previously published implementations. We concentrate on various signal processing algorithms including filters, matrix multiplication using different number of resources,
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Fig. 11. Area and throughput results for different signal processing applications. (a) Filters. (b) Matrix multiplication. (c) Decomposition. (d) Inversion. Area
is shown in terms of Slices. Throughput shows the number of operations in a second, e.g., number of 4-tap filters/s.

Fig. 12. Flow of different matrix inversion algorithms. (a), (b), and (c) present different solution methods for decomposition-based matrix inversion
architectures using QR, LU, and Cholesky decompositions, respectively.

matrix decomposition methods, and matrix inversion using
different decomposition methods. Our examples for matrix decomposition includes various methods such as QR, Cholesky,
and LU decompositions. These methods are also employed
to generate different matrix inversion architectures. Matrix
multiplication is highly parallelizable while decomposition
and inversion methods inherent less parallelism compared to
the matrix multiplication. We present area results in terms
of Slices and performance results in terms of throughput.
Throughput is calculated by dividing the maximum clock
frequency by the number of clock cycles to perform an
application. Throughput presents the number of operations
(such as 4-tap filter) in a second. All designs are generated
in Verilog and synthesized using Xilinx ISE 9.2. Resource
utilization and design frequency are post place and route values
obtained using a Virtex 4 SX35 FPGA. We utilize FPGAs
to test our architectures; however, S&E-generated HDL files
can also be used to generate ASICs. Matrix multiplication,
decomposition, and inversion use 4 × 4 matrices with 19 bits
of data representation.
We present our area and throughput results for different
applications in Fig. 11(a)–(d) while area and throughput are
shown using bars and line, respectively. Fig. 11(a) shows the
hardware results for 4-tap, 8-tap, and 12-tap finite impulse
response filters, respectively. Matrix multiplication results in
Fig. 11(b) are shown for increasing number of resources

starting with the architecture that employs 2 adders and 2
multipliers (shown as 2A, 2M). While the number of resources
in the architecture increases, higher throughput values can be
achieved with larger area results. The last example architecture
for matrix multiplication employs 64 adders and 64 multipliers, using 4 adders and 4 multipliers for each computational
unit of row–column multiplication. It is important to note that
these resources are specified initially, and unused resources
are eliminated in the final architecture by S&E. For example,
for the matrix multiplication architecture (with 64 adders and
64 multipliers), the final S&E architecture may have less than
64 adders and 64 multipliers if the general-purpose processor could not take advantage of these additional resources.
Fig. 11(c) and (d) present architectural results for matrix
decomposition and matrix inversion algorithms, respectively.
The solution methods of different matrix inversion algorithms
are shown in more detail in Fig. 12. It is important to notice the
area increase and throughput decrease while the complexity of
the given algorithm increases. For example, matrix inversion
(using QR decomposition) is more complex than the QR
decomposition, therefore requires larger area while providing
lower throughput.
We also investigate the distribution of arithmetic and control
logic in S&E-generated architectures. Fig. 13 shows the area
(Slices) in the y-axis and percentage inside the bar describing the distribution of arithmetic resources and controllers.
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TABLE I
Comparisons Between Our Results and Previously Published Papers
[14]

[15]

Design Tool

Sys. Gen.

Sys. Gen.

Application
Method
Dimensions
Bit width
Data type
Device type (Virtex)
Slices
DSP48s
BRAMs
Throughput (106 × s−1 )

Matrix Inv.
QR
4×4
12
fixed
II
4400
NR
NR
0.28

Matrix Inv.
QR
4×4
20
floating
IV
9117
22
NR
0.12

S&E
QR
4×4
20
fixed
IV
3584
12
1
0.26

Matrix Inv.
LU
Cholesky
4×4
4×4
20
20
fixed
fixed
IV
IV
2719
3682
12
12
1
1
0.33
0.25

[16]

[17]

Sys.Gen.

AccelDSP

Beamformer
QR
3×3 | 5×5
18
NR
IV
3530
13
6
0.27 | 0.11

QRD-RLS
QR
3×3
16
fixed
IV
3076
1
NR
NR

NR denotes not reported.

Fig. 14. Hardware implementation results of LU decomposition and upper
triangular matrix inversion architectures using S&E and Catapult-C.

Fig. 13. Percentage distribution of arithmetic resources and controllers for
S&E-generated architectures.

Arithmetic resources occupy the largest portion of the S&Egenerated architectures, such as arithmetic resources occupy
87% and 85% of the total area for Cholesky decomposition and
upper triangular matrix inversion algorithms, respectively. The
distribution of the area (functional resources and control logic)
is affected by the complexity and irregularity of the algorithm.
For example, LU decomposition and Cholesky decompositionbased matrix inversion architectures consume larger area in the
controllers.
Comparison: We provide a sample comparison between
our results and previously published implementations for 4×4
matrices in Table I. Previous publications include matrix
inversion architectures [14], [15], beamformer design [16], and
QR decomposition based recursive least squares (QRD-RLS)
algorithm implementation [17]. Edman et al. [14] proposed
a linear array architecture for inversion of complex valued
matrices. Karkooti et al. [15] presented an implementation of
matrix inversion using the QRD-RLS algorithm along with
square Givens rotations and folded systolic arrays. Dick et
al. considered the architecture, design flow, and the verification process of a real-time beamformer [16] where area
and timing results are presented for QR decomposition and

back substitution architectures (clock frequency is assumed
as 250 MHz). Cesear et al. [17] presented the results for
QRD-RLS algorithm for adaptive spatial filtering. We use
fixed point arithmetic and fully utilize FPGA resources like
DSP48 multipliers instead of look-up tables. We also present
all of our implementations with bit width of 20 as this is the
largest bit width value used in the related works. It is hard to
make direct comparisons between our design; therefore, our
intention is not to directly compare these different designs,
but to give an idea about our area and throughput results
compared to other implementations that use decomposition
methods. As can be seen from the Table I, three of the related
work implementations, [14]–[16], use System Generator as
their design tool, therefore they require a longer design time.
Another related work, [17], uses AccelDSP and it has a similar
design time with ours. Our results are within close range to
the other related work implementations. The main advantages
of our implementation are that our tool provides the designer
the ability to study the tradeoffs between architectures with
different design parameters and design methods, and provides
a means to find an optimal design.
Fig. 14 compares our architectural implementations using
S&E with Catapult-C for LU decomposition and upper triangular matrix inversion. Our results show that S&E-generated
architectures perform better for both of these implementations
in terms of both area and throughput.
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V. Conclusion
This paper presents an automatic architecture generation and
optimization tool. Our tool, S&E, is developed to enable easy
design space exploration by providing different design methods and parameterization options which enabled us to study
area and performance tradeoffs over a large number of different architectures. In this paper, we specifically concentrated
on signal processing algorithms to observe the advantages
and disadvantages of different design methods in response to
varying parameters. We showed the effectiveness of S&E by
comparing our results with the commercially available design
tools.
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